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This brief case includes more issues for discussion than might appear at first sight.
First, it usefully draws attention to issues about the status of data that are seldom
discussed. From past work on sharing data, we have learned how conventions affect
what counts as data.(1) By bringing preliminary data to the foreground, this case
raises questions about conventions for ranking data as preliminary and for
presenting data in a range of contexts. Second, the case shows some of the
complexity associated with identifying and dealing with misconduct in science. With
its ambiguities relating to the appropriateness of the conduct of the lab director, the
case presents some of the subtleties associated with identifying misconduct.
Accordingly, it underlines the importance of providing explicit education in research
ethics to graduate students. Third, the case highlights an important problem in the
relationship between a lab director and his student when the student is progressing
well and shows initiative.

What criteria should determine whether data are counted as "preliminary"? How
should preliminary data be presented, and in what contexts are the data
appropriate? These are questions raised by this case. It is not obvious that they can
be answered globally for application to all research environments, but they must be
answered locally and, specifically, for the research environment in this case.
Centering on the lab director's handling of the graduate student's data in a proposal,
the case is designed to address issues about misconduct in science. Because of
ambiguities in the situation, it is not clear whether the lab director's treatment of the
student's data is unethical. However, there are obviously serious enough problems
in communication of ethical standards, laboratory policies and accepted
investigative practices to have led the graduate student to suspect misconduct.

As a second year graduate student, Penelope Brighton is a relative newcomer to the
world of scientific research. As far as we know, she has not had experience in other



labs, unless perhaps in rotating through labs in her first year of graduate study. It
does not appear that Brighton has had the advantage of an orientation to issues of
scientific research ethics. So she is unprepared for considering her lab director's use
of her data in the light of well and justifiably accepted practices. Dr. David Gilligan,
the lab director and apparently director of Brighton's thesis research, is a "highly
productive, well-published, respected investigator whose students receive
prestigious post-docs." With these qualifications, he seems ideal for heading a lab
and directing thesis research. Indeed, Brighton seems to be making swift progress in
her graduate studies, for in her first, quick experiments as part of her thesis work
she has come up with potentially interesting results that excite Gilligan.

He thinks enough of her work to use her results as preliminary data in a grant
proposal he is writing. Lacking information about any conversations between Gilligan
and Brighton regarding Brighton's following up the initial experiments, we do not
know whether she has proceeded to follow up with in-depth, well-controlled
experiments on her own initiative. Nor do we know whether Gilligan is even aware
that Brighton is moving ahead and making changes in several experimental
conditions. If she has proceeded on her own unbeknownst to Gilligan, he has
justification for including only her earlier, cruder data and for referring to it as
preliminary. Timing is a key consideration, for Gilligan must submit the proposal
within a short time and may justifiably judge that there is not enough time to carry
out and validate further experiments. Funding agencies depend on well proven
investigators to judge in the light of accepted standards when data should be
considered preliminary and yet worth presenting.

Brighton manages to complete additional, more refined experiments before Gilligan
actually submits the proposal. With changes in experimental conditions to eliminate
certain staining, Brighton gets results that do not look like the results from her
earlier, cruder experiments. The new results tend not to fit the hypothesis that she
and Gilligan had formulated from the earlier experiments. Confident that her new
data are reliable, Brighton concludes that the characterization of the protein, which
is the aim of her experiments, "may not be as straightforward as originally
expected." Apparently Gilligan does not have time to examine Brighton's new results
carefully. He may judge that he can nevertheless trust his earlier excitement over
Brighton's initial data, believing that she is on her way to interesting results.

To Brighton's dismay, she cannot interest Gilligan in putting her new results in the
proposal. He says he must get the grant application out the door and "will deal with



the staining details later." For the proposal, he asks Brighton to supply a figure using
one of the cells that fits their hypothesis. The figure appears in the proposal,
apparently with no mention of the additional data that would make it appear to be
an atypical result. According to the author of the case, Gilligan suggests that all of
the data completely support the hypothesis. Whether he makes this suggestion
merely by omitting the additional data or by explicit statement, we do not know. If
he states in the proposal that all the data support their hypothesis, his action is
more open to objection than if he simply omits the later data. Given the time
constraint, Gilligan could justifiably decide on a cut-off point after which he excludes
data that he has not examined in detail.

When Brighton reads the grant she is shocked by the "spin" Gilligan has given the
data. In discussing the draft with Gilligan, she stresses that most of the data do not
agree with their hypothesis. It is noteworthy that Gilligan has given the draft to
Brighton to read and that he discusses it with her. Perhaps he does not allow enough
discussion, but he does not use his power to shut her out and deprive her of an
opportunity to speak her mind about the use of her data in the proposal. Gilligan's
defense of including only Brighton's earlier data is worth examining.

His remark that standards for presenting data as preliminary results in a grant
application are less stringent than those for publishing data in a journal article may
be read in two different ways. If his point is that preliminary data in a grant
application are not required to meet the same standards of reliability as data not
identified as preliminary in a journal article, his comment is defensible. It points to
complexities in the legitimate use of data in different contexts. If the remark refers
to data identified as preliminary in both contexts, then Gilligan owes Brighton an
explanation to account for the difference. It is more likely that he intends the first
reading.

Gilligan argues that it is better, presumably prudentially better, to present the data
his way. This response is not necessarily ethically objectionable. The crude data,
labeled "preliminary," had excited him, a highly competent investigator. He might
reasonably expect reviewers to be similarly excited. There is no evidence in the case
that Gilligan has asked Brighton for the follow-up experiments intending to include
them in the "preliminary" data. So we do not have a basis for judging that he
excludes her data because the results do not support their hypothesis. As noted
earlier, follow-up and checking of new results would take time when time is short.
Rushing the process might leave them with results no longer reasonably described



as preliminary, but without enough data and time to suitably revise the hypothesis.
Better not to complicate the proposal with new data Brighton has managed to
produce, when, as it appears, the new data have not been scrutinized for reliability
and time is too short for that effort. Gilligan judges that it is a better strategy for
winning funding not to mention the later findings; they might create doubt among
the grant reviewers.

If Gilligan has convincing evidence that their hypothesis lacks support, his action is
ethically objectionable. That Brighton is confident of her results does not show that
Gilligan has convincing evidence of that kind. Brighton's view of Gilligan's conduct
appears to be colored by her confidence in her new results. Yet even she concludes
only that the characterization of the protein may not be as straightforward as
originally expected. Unless Gilligan has clearly implied or explicitly indicated in the
proposal that characterization of the protein will be straightforward, he is not
misleading the reviewers. The path from preliminary, exciting data to ultimate
findings is often not straightforward. Experienced investigators expect surprises that
may complicate matters. Unexpected findings can add to the interest and
illumination of experimental work.

This interpretation of the situation is reasonable on the basis of information in the
case. Access to the proposal might put a different light on the situation, and it may
be that Gilligan uses the time constraint as an excuse to simplify the proposal
submission. Perhaps he avoids examining data that he suspects to be strong, but
complicating. To the extent that he has reason to be skeptical of the hypothesis in
the proposal and presents it without qualification, his conduct is ethically
objectionable. He also takes a chance of being wrong and having to deal with the
consequences.

In any event, Brighton should try to find others more experienced in this or other
labs with whom to discuss her concerns. She needs to test her reactions against the
responses of others. An especially good resource would be an individual or office in
the university involved with research ethics, because Brighton needs a sound basis
for assessing other scientists' reactions. It might be a good move for Brighton to
initiate a conversation with Gilligan about dealing with the staining details, for
Gilligan has committed himself to addressing those details after sending off the
proposal. She will have an opportunity to ask more questions about the proposal
submission and his use of her data. From that conversation Brighton should get a
better sense of Gilligan's reasons for his handling of her data in the proposal. She



should learn how he will deal with her unexpected, complicating findings. As an
outcome, she should have a better sense of whether Gilligan is to be trusted.

If in the end, she is convinced that he has handled her data unethically in the
proposal, she must take some kind of action because she cannot continue to work
under someone she believes to be unworthy of her trust. To extricate herself, she
must begin by seeking advice from a person or an office she can trust to take a
balanced view of her situation. On the information in this case, Brighton does not
have enough evidence to raise an issue of serious wrongdoing. She has reason to try
to stimulate discussion of the use of preliminary data in grant proposals and what
should count as preliminary data. Also worth discussing is the question of how well
supported a result must be before it is presented in various settings, a seminar in
the lab, in another university, in a meeting abstract, in a progress report for the
department or in a published paper. Appropriate settings for such discussions would
be lab meetings, graduate student gatherings, research ethics seminars or the like.

For responsible reporting of results, it is essential to explain fully and honestly the
experimental basis and to make no claim to have reported all the data when
withholding data. It is not clear that Gilligan has violated these strictures. If he has,
he has acted unethically. And he has also failed to model ethical standards in a kind
of situation that is critical for educating graduate students in research ethics.
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